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The day started off with me losing the toss for the first time this year and Salisbury
North decided to send us into bat. Hoddo fashionable late got there in time to pad up
and go straight out. The 5th ball of the first over was short and dispatch over the
boundary for 6 and I thought it was going to be Hoddo’s day and I could enjoy watching
from the other end. However, my stay at the crease was short lasting just the 1 ball.
Trent strode to the crease a bit earlier than anticipated and play a crucial roll in turning
the strike over for Hoddo. Hoddo was hitting the ball well for a few 1s and 2s before he
reached 33 then procced to bring up his fifty in quick style with 4 4 6 1 6 4 4. Trent then
departed for a handy 18 bringing Gummy to the crease. They then played us to the
drinks break leaving us 2 for 111 at the 20 over mark. Gummy playing some unorthodox
shots and Hoddo hitting boundaries at will Hoddo made gummy run a 3 to bring up his
100. Gummy the got out for 24 trying to pick up the pace. Timmsy came to the crease
and started with the same form as last game hitting a couple of boundaries. Hoddo
was then caught on the boundary going for 1 to many big shots for a well earnt 117.
Eddie came and went but not before he done some damage to the bowling hitting a
quick fire 21. Timmsy also going for extra runs got bowled for 27. We ended up with a
healthy total of 232.
Starting with Yadda and Burgo they bowled really tight keeping the scoring to a
minimum without luck. Bringing Wilson into the attack hoping they would think about
scoring and maybe giving us some chances. This was not the case they just kept
slowing ticking the score board over before one of the openers took a suicide run and
the quick thinking Timmsy got us a run out. Then the next over Chopper had another
and we were on a mini roll just before drinks. They went into drinks 2 for 67 after 20.
After drinks They picked up the pace a little so and I had runs to play with, so we just
stopped the boundaries. It wasn’t until the 33rd over that we got our next wicket by
that time the run rate was against them I decided to bring Eddie on, and he picked up
4 wickets and they finished off the match 7 for 173 Defeating them by 59 runs.
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Results

Round 3
Salisbury North- 7/173
E Napoli 4/35
T Hodson 1/23
A Martin 1/28
Def by
Para Vista A- 7/232
T Hodson 117
A Timm 27

Para Vista B- 147
B Starke 34
T Brown 26
B Gardner 26
Def By
Salisbury West D- 1/150
N Cummins 1/19
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It was another sunny day at the home ground for some cricket. We had won
the toss and elected to bat first.
Opening the batting was Mick Shephard and Tim Brown. Mick unlucky with a
nick to get caught behind. Benny went in next, steadily making some runs
until a mix up caused Tim to get run out. Pierrot was up next getting the side
into drinks 2/54. Shortly after drinks Pierrot edged one up for a catch.
Schreiber was up next and out next with Sweetman following up. Benny
injuring his foot was eventually caught out making 24. Cummo was up next.
Sweetman scoring a quick 25 before eventually getting bowled. Jono was in
next. Shortly after Cummo was caught out with Noor going into bat next. Noor
unlucky getting caught off a smashing hit. Starkey was up next. Jono
managing to keep the ball off the stumps for 4 overs eventually hit one up
for a catch. Roger was in next. Starkey then hit a quick 34 until he was
eventually run out trying to get back on strike in the final over getting the
team to a total of 147.
After having some afternoon tea it was our turn to field. Cummo and Starkey
opened the bowling and the team fielding really well to try and keep the run
rate down. Sharing the bowling around we batters eventually started to
unwind. Unfortunately, we weren’t able to get a wicket before drinks with the
opposition scoring 79 at drinks. Cummo and Starkey then continued to bowl
with Cummo scoring a wicket with an edge to be caught behind. The team
continued to field really well but were unable to stop the barrage of runs to
come with the opposition overtaking our score in the 30th over.

Round 4
Para Vista A -156
T Hodson 58
I Martin 27
M Spry 24
Def by
Modbury- 9/158
J Zachoryj 2/19
J Jackowiak 2/27
A Martin 1/5

Eyre Royals D- 7/135
N Jaffari 1/11
B Starke 1/14
B Gardner 1/14

It was a great effort by the team right till the very end.
Def by

$25

Merchandise Update:
The Caps are in and will be available from
Sunday 23 November.
There are two types:
 Fitted All Navy in two sizes. May be cooler.
 Adjustable Navy with the Sky Blue on the
peak.
We are hopeful that the Match Kits will be in
this week.
Off field merch orders will be opening soon.

Para Vista B 7/157
J McLeod 62
B Gardner 25

>>>
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The A's faced an unknown opposition in Modbury for the first time this season.
Martini won the toss and sent Modbury in.
Yadda and Jacko open the bowling and bowled well keeping it tight with couple of chances going
down early. Jacko breaking through first with good line and length bowling which produce a catch
to Hoddo at first slip. Jacko broke through again shortly after with his second wicket to have Modbury
2/24.
Ash came on getting rid of the number 4 batsman with the ball crashing into the stumps.
Tim Wilson chip in with a wicket making the number 5 playing a false shot and being caught out.
Modbury 4/ 62.
Modbury dug in for a fifth wicket stand of 69 till Spry broke through for his only wicket.
Martini brought Yadda back which brought success early with the Modbury opener hitting one back
to Yadda. Yadda struck shortly after for another wicket.
The last 2 wickets for Modbury innings was a run out from Hoddo and a wicket to Burgess.
Modbury finished at 9/158.
Vista's turn to bat and we started steadily with Hoddo and Martini having a opening stand of 40 till
Martini lost his wicket bringing Gummy to the wicket. Gummy facing up to the left hander which he
dropped a short one into the pitch Gummy’s eye lit up and went to pull the ball but got a bottom edge
and the cannon back into Gummy’s family jewels. While the support crowd was looking around for a
sniper, Gummy drop to the ground and if you ask Burgo it looked like Gummy was shot. Thanks for
re-enactment Burgo. After a bit of readjustment Gummy battered on but not too long as he lost
wicket trying to play one onto legside when he should of played straight.
Spry joined Hoddo at the crease and battered well together putting us into a good position. The score
was 114 when Hoddo lost his wicket with him making 58.
With 7 wickets in hand and only 45 runs needed Vista was cruising for an easy victory. How wrong
were we to think of that?
We lost Wilson and Jacko on 127 then we lost Ash on 142 then we lost Burgo and Spry on 149 and we
lost our last two wickets Eddie and Norm on 156. We lost our last 7 wickets for 42 runs and lost the
match by 3 runs.
It was our game to loose and was disappointing to do so with wickets not being held and lack of
concentration playing a part all day. Never mind we will re-group and roll forward to next week.
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Para Vista head out North to St Columbia to play the Eyre Royals. After a night
of heavy rain, the ground and wicket was still good to play on. Captain Starke
was hoping to bowl first with the conditions but lost the toss and got sent into
bat.
Round 5
Para Vista A- 127
T Hodson 67*
I Martin 51*
Def
Grand Masters124
T Hodson 4/13
T Wilson 2/33

Para Vista B- 82
B Starke 19
S Brown 16
Def
Angle Vale C - 80
S Brown 5/21
N Tonkin 3/27

Gopi and Eggs opened the batting and got the boys off to a slow but steady start
before Gopi lost his wicket for 18. Peov came in and supported Eggs before he
fell for a well earnt 2 runs. The old master Donno came in and had very little
impact on the score then Bungey came out to the crease. Peov hot himself all
mixed up and ran out for 11. Para Vista where 4/59. Cummo came in next and
had no influence on the score followed also by Perugini. Vista then were 6/71
off 27 overs. Then young O’Brien came out to the wicket to support Bungey and
from there it was entertaining cricket to watch. Bungey had gotten into his
groove and was playing shots all around the ground. He reached his 50 in firm
style. The runs were finally ticking as where the overs but Bungey and O’Brien
were doing a great job for Vista. Bungey finally fell for 62 and at that point the
score was Para Vista 7/132. O’Brien had done a great supportive roll out there
to get the team into a good total to defend. Then the skipper came in for a quick
fire 18 not out with 3 overs to go. O’Brien finished with 10 not out but it was the
way he held his end up supporting Bungey and then Starke that was impressive.
He was out there batting for 14 overs and helped Vista get a good total of 7/157
off 40 overs. Well batted, it was a pleasure to watch you bat out there.
The boys were pleased and ready to take to the field. Brenton opened with
himself and Cummo with the ball until Starke got an early breakthrough. Starke
and Cummo both bowled good first spells and had the Royals at 1/14 off 9 overs.
Young Ali came on to ball and took a wicket and the batting start O’Brien came
on to have a bowl. He bowled out his full 8 overs in 1 go and finished with 0/30a good day at the office for him. At tea they were 3/68. After tea Cummo and
Brenton came into the attack and bowed themselves out but both diced up the
runs for the Royals. Starke finishing with 1/114 and Cummo 0/12 off their 8 overs
each. Roger and Peov then had a turn bowling. Vista was throwing all the
pressure onto the Royals with ball and in the field. Both Roger and Peov got
wickets and Vista were in a commanding position. Eggs took off the wicket
keeping pads to have a bowl and scored a wicket also. The Royals were 5/118
with 4 overs to go. That’s where the boys really bustled together in the field and
got 2 super run outs to finish the Royals finishing on 7/135. It was a good win
for the boys, everyone did something for the team either bat, ball or in the field
which was the best highlight of the day. Good game lads, good win and well
played by all.

>>>
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Round 6
Para Vista A 1/151
I Martin 77*
T Mattner 33*
T Hodson 32
Def

Fresh from a disappointing loss we were looking at turning it around this
week against Grandmasters. It didn't start well with the away team winning
the toss and electing to bat first. We welcomed back Sanjay from district team
northern jets and gave him the new pill. Sanjay and Yadda started well
keeping things tight before Yadda broke through getting the opening batsman
caught behind. Then chopper came on and got another caught behind. Jacko
came on from the other end and picked up their best batsman LBW (the one
and only given for the day). They went into drinks 3 for 87. After drinks Wilson
and Hoddo took the ball and the wickets started to Fall. They lost 7 for 37 (
really 13 for 37 with the non-wickets given). This included 4 wickets to Hoddo
and to Wilson which were both caught and bowled. They ended up with a
score of 124.

Two Wells 9-148
A Burgess 3/16
J Zachoryj 2/25

Para Vista B 130
B Gardner 50
J MacLeod 28
Def by
Enfield C 2/293

Hoddo and Ian opened and there was no looking back from there. Hoddo fresh
off runs started well hitting 2 fours of the first over and the run rate was 7
runs per over after the 5 overs. Hoddo scoring at will with every change of
bowler. Ian was starting to find some form hitting boundaries trying to catch
up to Hoddo but Hoddo raced to his 50. We knew we were getting close to the
end when they put a very part timer on, Hoddo hit a 4 off the second ball and
going for another miss timed it along the ground for a single giving Ian a
chance to finish the game. Ian hit a 4 leaving just 4 to win the game and Ian
needing 5 to make his 50. With the boys yelling this out Ian was lucky enough
the bowler bowled a half tracker which wast deposited of cow corner for a 6
bringing Ian’s score to 51 not out. We reached their target in 17 overs for a
convincing win.
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Vicker’s Vimy Reserve was the venue for the Para Vista B’s to take on the undefeated Angle Vale C
grade side.
Skipper Starke won the toss and decided to have a bat. After a rather uneventful first couple of
overs, Eggs Benny Gardner received a pretty unplayable swinging Yorker for 1 leaving the score at
1/6. 2 overs later, Gopi fell to a pretty solid catch at second slip leaving the lads at 2/11. Worse was
yet to come when Donnon failed to really trouble anyone apart from the second slip fielder falling
in identical fashion for a first ball duck leaving the Double Blues in all sorts at 3/11.
As the Angle Vale skipper started to build up a head of steam and plenty of sideways movement
he managed to nab Norm Tonkin for 3, He was soon followed by Pierott for 5 and the score line
was now reading a pretty lamentable 5/21. President Brown was joined at the wicket by OB Jnr
who was coming off a patient vigil the week before in support of Bungey McLeod. He was able to
do the same again this week to support Brownie in a partnership of 24 valuable runs before he
was on his way on just before the drinks break for 6 leaving the score at a less than attractive
6/45. In search of his fifth wicket, the Vale speedster threw everything he had at the lad, but Lachy
stood tall, frustrating the bowler to no end.
At the break Brownie had compiled a solid 16 and had now been joined by Burgess, however 2 balls
after the drinks were taken Brown played around a straight one, 7/46 and looking increasingly
unlikely of posting a defendable score. Fortunately, from here a change of bowling resulted in an
11 ball over which went for the best part of 20 runs and started to add some respectability to the
scoreboard. Burgess was then dismissed not long after for a valuable 12 runs, then followed by
Starke with a top score of 19 with Wilkins following the very next ball. 82 in total and maybe a few
doubts….
Post afternoon tea session was kicked off by Burgo taking the new rock, He was ably assisted by
Brown at the opposite end. Fielders were alert and managed to ensure that not too many easy
runs were given away as defending such a low score doesn’t provide much of a margin for error.
The president managed to grab the first wicket, clean bowling the opening batsmen for not many
to maintain a glimmer of hope. From this point there was a steady stream of wickets resulting in
Angle vale falling to 5/37 in pursuit of target for victory, 4 of these being claimed by Brownie and
one by Tonkin whose left arm cutters were proving quite difficult to get away.
The turning point of the match was the wicket of Angle Vale’s captain 20, Beautifully caught by
Lachie O’Brien in the covers off Tonkin for 20. At this point the belief started to hit fever pitch as a
steady flow of wickets including one for Burgess left Angle Vale at 9 down with still 12 or 13 to get.
At this point Brown and Burgess had exhausted their over allocations leaving Norm and Yogesh to
close it out. After a few tense moments, Yogesh picked a pretty handy time to claim his first club
wicket bowling number 11 to seal a 2-run win for the Double Blues.
Outstanding bowling by Brown 5/21(8), Tonkin 3/27(6), Burgess 1/23(8) and Dange 1/0(3). Second
good win defending by the B’s ensures that we carry forward some momentum for the season
ahead.

>>>
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The Para Vista Double Blue (Rangers) A’s had just started to hit some real form in their last game. After
a few new faces this season and frequent changes in availability, the cohesion seemed to be growing,
as was the form and place in the side of many. Yada was proving economical and striking consistently
with the new pill, and the rotation of Jacko and Burgo in support was proving flexible and solid. After a
brief hiatus in the B’s, Burgo had found his fire again and the iron was keen to strike! Martini had found
his form with the bat and was leading from the front, as well as Hoddo...although he never lost any form
and has been blistering with the bat all year. Trent, the new keeper and Mr reliable with the bat was
back and growing with every game as well. So, could they follow-up their red-hot win from last week?
Spoiler: Yes.
Based on one poor performance from the opposition earlier in the season (bowled out for 13), and the
PV openers selfishly not giving anyone else a bat the week prior, the team agreed to bat first this week
to give everyone a crack with a stick in hand. Due to very poor form by the skipper, this plan failed and
we were sent in to bowl.
For the first time this season, Yada was hit for a few early on. This however opened an opportunity, and
he hit the pegs in his third over to take first blood. Keeping it tight, Jacko struck next over by just hanging
them full outside off and letting the other opener slash a faint edge to the keeper. They now had a rightleft hand combination in, and after bowling a 50-ball over to the left-hander (I think he was aiming at
the wrong pitch), Jacko was rightfully replaced by the skipper. Burgo and Ash took over the attack, but
the batsmen were watching well, putting away the loose balls and ignoring everything else. Tim Wilson
was soon put on to try and fetch a false shot, but they were up to the challenge. At drinks, They were
2/52.
After drinks, Ian went with his captain’s gut (and wanted to shut him up) and put Aaron Timm on to bowl
his...things. The switch-up worked a charm, with a plumb LBW second ball, much to the wicketless
Burgo’s disgust! The next batsman came out swinging, with wickets in the shed and half an innings to
do, and was quite successful. At 94, he eventually hauled out to Tim Wilson’s wrong-uns, giving an easy
catch to Hoddo in the deep. Not too much longer Yada was reintroduced took the stumps of their 5th,
and second highest scorer, leaving Two Wells 5/113. With much controversy about the number of overs
being bowled by the opening bowler (seemingly cut-short), Yada was then replaced by Ash. As we were
now starting to hit the tail, suddenly Burgo was in the captains ear, with fire in his belly and full of
energy! Reluctantly, Ian brought The Big Burgo back on. I’m sure I had seen him muttering “No way
Timmsy is getting more wickets than me!!!” repeatedly to himself for the last hour, and he was ready to
go. Third ball of his new spell saw a catch grab his first wicket (I don’t remember what happened) for
the day. At least now was even, but he wasn’t done. The last two balls of the same over would see
stumps flying everywhere, as he finished that over taking 3/2 and on a hat-trick! The motivation was
now high among the team for Ash to take the next couple of wickets quickly so Burgo didn’t get another
bowl! Intensity was lifting in the field...but it was not to be. The scene was now set...all fielders around
the bat, silly mid-on was ready, as were the arc behind the bat...Burgo took his mark...and bowled a fulltoss, which was dutifully played back to the bowler along the ground. Ash did take one last wicket, with
Two Wells batting the 40 overs and scoring a total of 148. Solid team effort, with a few periods where
we let them get away from us.
So, in marched Ian and Hoddo...who just did their thing, and smashed them. They received a lot of short
balls, which were easily dispatched, until Hoddo faced a really, really, really rank short ball which he
couldn't resist - and hit down the throat of deep-backward square-leg. Hoddo couldn’t have been
happier with himself as he walked off the pitch, knowing he was giving Trent some time in the middle
and just fell to a really good (lol) ball. Ian and Trent finished off the rest with ease, finishing 1/151 in just
over 20 overs. Ian batted with great skill and determination to finish 77*, supported well by Trent to
finish 33*. The highlights of the innings were:
- Timmsy forgetting to signal the first four hit as central umpire
- Hoddo’s reaction to getting out
- Ian’s innings
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Jnr loss the toss on nice sunny day and they selected to bat. We started the game with one player
in yogi (Yogesh) was late. Norm bowled the 1st over from the golf range end, the 2nd over went to
jnr. The runs where very flowing until the 12th over when we finally break through by noor, which
clean bowled him. The next wicket was taking by yogi (Yogesh) so it made it 2/91, the runs still was
going like crazy and they were 2/125 at drinks. At the drinks break jnr told everyone to please start
using your voice, as it is very quiet on the field. We could stop the flow of the runs, as the close of
their innings 2/293 with two of their players making 100 runs.
Before we started the bat, jnr told everyone let us use this a match practice. Start of innings we
open with Gopi and eggs, in 1st over we lost Gopi for a duck. The 2ND wicket was yogi (Yogesh) to
make 2/17 for a duck. Norman enter the ground with eggs, eggs was looking good to score 50 runs
until he lost his just wicket just before drinks. Just after drinks Norman went for 14 runs, then
Jarrod Mcleod made a quick 28 runs with 7 fours. Jak got run out by a awesome fielding at square
leg by direct hit, he went for 3 runs 5/107. One run later Jarrod Mcleod went for 28 runs, so made
it 6/108. Lochie made 1 run then he got out. Mr Kaboom enter the field batting at number 9 batsman,
the first ball he faced he smashed for a 4 runs. Jono stuck around for a little while and lasted 3
overs, then he lost his wicket. Noor came out stuck around for a while to drag the overs out, until
Mr. Kaboom made smashed other 4 runs to make it total of 8 runs. Noor finally lost his wicket but
we still had few more overs to go, with jnr enter made a 10 runs to total with Mr Kaboom got drop
few overs to spare. Jnr told Mr Kaboom he can take the last over, but the first face he got caught
out, so it made all out for 130.

There was few was milestones in the game with eggs making 50 runs, Jono lasting 3 overs and Mr
Kaboom making his highest score ever 8 runs, but lasting 13 overs, which Jnr was very impressed
with him. Let’s get back to winning circle with the next two games Parafield Gardens (if no forfeit)
and Virginia.

>>>
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SPONSOR’S CORNER

Hampstead Quality Meat is a family owned butcher, selling
quality meat. This lovely shop is owned by the lovely
butchering couple, Norman & Tammy Tonkin. Norm has
been supplying our meat for a few years now; Meat trays,
Snags, Schnitties for your club functions.
If you have an event coming up and have specific needs or
just your weekly shop, get around ‘em.
Oh… and the meat is so delish.

Grand North
Come in and enjoy wonderful food, outstanding customer service and the relaxing views across the park. Great
a la carte menu and specials galore with excellent set menu options. We have what you are looking for!
Meals: 7 Days, Lunch 11:30am to 2pm and Dinner 5:30pm to 8pm
Monday & Tuesday – Schnitzel Day
Chicken or Beef with your choice of Gravy, Mushroom, Dianne or Pepper Sauce $12.00 for Lunch or $14 Dinner.
Wednesday – Steak Day
Steak with your choice of Gravy, Mushroom, Dianne or Pepper Sauce $14.00 each. Lunch or Dinner.
Thursdays – Parmi Day
Chicken or Beef Parmigana for $15.00 each. Lunch or Dinner.
Friday – Seafood Day
Your choice of Crumbed Prawns or Crumbed Garfish or a Combo for $12 at Lunch or $14.00 at Dinner.
We have 8 weekly specials $12 for Lunch and $14 for dinner Monday to Sunday. Bookings required.

>>>
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Players News
Quiz Night

Catch up at the Archer

This year the quiz night is a bit earlier in the year, selecting a
week where we have both teams playing close to home. It will
be Saturday 18th January held at the shed. Starting time
7:30pm. The theme- Sci Fi. Come dressed in your best costume
and polish up on your Sci Fi skills! More details to come.

We are seeking interest in those who would like
to catch up at the Archer for a meal. There is a
poll on the members page- please add your
preference. Let’s get behind those who sponsor
us! Look for this post:

Schnitzel Night
A Big thank you to those who attended
the schnitzel night. It was great to see
everyone around and having a couple of
quiet ones for the evening. Even Garry
the Goat came! A big thank you to Norm
at Hampstead Quality Meats for the
best schnitzels

Thank you to Aaron and Jess for the fantastic photo’s you have taken over the past couple of
weeks! Here are a few of the great snaps from some great innings!
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